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C. N. YANG AND M. L. GE. Braid Group. Kmt Them! and Siull.ctic.ul Mechanics, World 
Scientific. 1989. 330 pp. 
Most collections of articles in a “hot” subject put together by specialists turn out to be 
unreadable; perhaps specialists suffer from a d@mwtion profrs.siomelle which prevents them 
from distinguishing what is good for them from what is good for the beginner. Exceptions are 
rare. and this is one of them. It is entertaining. low key. and comprehensive. 
HERACLITUS, Frugmenrs. a text and translation with a commentary by T. M. Robinson, 
Univ. of Toronto Press, 1987. 214 pp. 
Heraclitus is so often quoted, both by mathematicians and by others, that we have lost 
sight of what he said and what he did not say. Actually, the extant fragments amount to very 
little. To set the record straight, we report on the mathematically most relevant fragments, 
which we have taken the liberty of rephrasing for a mathematical audience: 
2. Often, when a held is well-known. people behave as if their own under- 
standing of it should not be shared with anyone else. 
4. If happiness were nothing but bodily pleasures, then cows should be happy 
when they find something to eat. 
6. The rising sun is new every day. 
7. If the things of this world should suddenly turn to smoke, our nostrils would 
distinguish them. 
8. What separates unites. 
18. If you don’t expect to find the unexpected, you will never discover anything. 
22. Those who seek gold end up making a lot of dust. 
24. Those slain by Ares, gods and mankind honor. 
25. A great death announces a great destiny. 
29. You can tell the best people because they only like one thing, and you can 
tell the worst because they fall for anything. 
34. Most people are unable to listen. We should say of them: “absent while 
present.” 
36. Thinking is a sacred disease. 
47. Let us not make random conjectures about important problems. 
54. Hidden analogies are stronger than obvious ones. 
59. Straight writing looks crooked. 
82. The best-looking ape is ugly in comparison with the ugliest member of the 
human race. 
91. You can’t step twice into the same river. 
92. The Sybil sputters unintelligible words while saliva is drooping from her 
mouth. Do not be deceived by her disgusting spectacle: her voice will still be 
with us a thousand years hence. 
101. The eye is more reliable than the ear. 
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102. To men and women. some things look just, others unjust, To the gods. all 
look equally just. 
110. It is not good that people should get all they want. 
119. A person’s character is that person’s destiny. 
123. The real essence of anything has a way of concealing itself. 
124. Do you want an example of a beautiful order’? Just pick up at random some 
sweepings. 
M. GR~TSCHEL. L. LovAsz, AND A. SCHRIJVEK. G~on~erric Algorithms umf Comhinutoriul 
Op/imi~lion. Springer-Verlag. 1988. 362 pp. 
If you are used to the old Ford-Fulkerson days of network flows, or to the older Philip 
Hall matching days. then reading this book will be an experience like Woody Allen’s Sleeper’s 
There is something amazing-if slightly frightening-about the perfection that some fields of 
mathematics have achieved, beyond any dreams of what computers can do. It is hard to see 
how one can ever go beyond the degree of perfection that the authors of this book have 
achieved. 
GIAN-CARLO ROTA 
Editor 
